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Cutting the Line 

When was linearity? The simplifying solution we should now entertain is that maybe it wasn’t. In 

the face of unhelpful answers like this, of course, the generative solution is to unask the original 

question and ask a new question. Let me thus suggest a few counter-suppositions to the modern-

to-postmodern tale I recounted above, in order to provoke a fresh direction of thought. Suppose 

that linearity is not a historical phenomenon to be verified through investigation of social, 

economic, religious, and other areas of cultural experience. Suppose also that linearity is not a 

mentalité or psychological phenomenon to be verified by research in book history and the history 

of reading, supplemented by cognitive psychology or neuroscience experiments performed on 

contemporary subjects. Of course, cultural and mental experience are crucial to the puzzle. But to 

think that their felt reality is the actual phenomenon at stake when we debate linearity is a 

category mistake. 

To identify the category of phenomena in which linearity may most productively be 

conceived, it will be useful now to unpack more fully the framework of “graphical knowledge” 

that I have proposed. What actually is graphical knowledge? And how does linearity function as 

part of its total system? 

The recognition of system, in fact, is the key to the problem—one that has been 

formulated in different ways by modern thinkers of art systems (such as Heinrich Wölfflin, Erwin 

Panofsky, E. H. Gombrich, and Rudolf Arnheim) and also of design systems (from the era of the 

New Typography and Bauhaus to that of Edward Tufte and Johanna Drucker).1 For our purposes, 

graphical knowledge can be defined at both deep and manifest levels so that the more systemic it 

is at each level and also in alignment between levels, the more it comes into focus as a historically 

specific gestalt, phenomenology, habitus, paradigm, or episteme (a set of overlapping notions, 

among others that could be mentioned, that for simplicity I will henceforth either condense just to 

Foucauldian “episteme” or generalize as “world view”). Graphical knowledges, in other words, 
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are full-scale knowledge systems whose epistemological, ontological, socio-political, and other 

dimensions compose one aspect of the overall episteme of their era, even if—as in the case of the 

spooky distinction between medieval visual and verbal depictions of madness that Foucault 

discerns in Madness and Civilization2—that aspect may also make visible the contradictions 

inherent in any “total system.” A passage in John Bender and Michael Marrinan’s Culture of the 

Diagram on Albertian perspective nicely epitomizes such dominant, if never fully stable, 

graphical knowledge systems conforming to a general world view: 

Historically, as Samuel Edgerton shows, diagrams based on Alberti’s model 

quickly dominated others in Renaissance Italy because his costruzione legittima 

gave “depicted scenes a sense of harmony with natural law, thereby underscoring 

man’s moral responsibility within God’s geometrically ordered universe.” 

According to Peter de Bolla, this model continued to dominate eighteenth-

century practice as a means of controlling the growing awareness of contingency 

attached to physical acts of viewing and the social spaces of spectating—cracks 

in the structure opened by the imagination.3 

Graphical knowledge systems, in other words, are systems—except when “cracks in the structure 

opened by the imagination” show that they are not, or are disturbed by the intuition of alternate 

systems. 

At the deep level, graphical knowledge systems consist of conceptual structures with a 

proto-graphical dimension, meaning that before any visualization is actually created, they lay 

down a groundwork of customary design assumptions fused to familiar geometrical primitives. 

Instances that I will return to later are hierarchy and sequence, which, as in Albertian perspective 

recession, are conceptually both cultural and geometrical. Such deep structures are powerful to 

the extent that they square with (allowing for some “cracks in the structure”) their age’s 

foundational concepts of space, the most systematic versions of which are often worked out 

philosophically or mathematically as an abstract space onto which problems difficult to solve in 

other terms can be mapped for the purpose of projecting, folding, or otherwise manipulating them 

into a notional solution. Examples include Alberti’s geometric planar-projection space (whether 

or not it was truly “homogeneous” in the sense discussed by Panofsky in Perspective as Symbolic 

Form),4 Cartesian analytical geometry space, Newtonian space, topological and set-theory space, 

and linear algebraic space (important today for “vector spaces” and related high-dimension 

constructs needed in digital text and data analysis). 
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At the manifest level, the deep structures of graphical knowledge then surface in such 

applied arts as painting, architecture, design (including typography), and today’s digital user 

interface design, though these can sometimes either lag behind or lead tradition to herald what 

Raymond Williams calls “residual” and “emergent” conceptual foundations (“cracks in the 

structure” again).5 Typography and graphic design early in the twentieth century, for instance, 

signaled a distinctively new modern understanding of perceptual and socio-cultural space when it 

tilted design on the compositional diagonal or deployed “grid” geometry paradoxically to lay out 

a kind of asymmetric symmetry (for example, using a five-column grid to create exactly measured 

asymmetries of three- versus two-column-width elements).6 

When deep and manifest levels of graphical knowledge come into alignment, precise 

“graphical knowledge modeling” systems—to use the term of Gilbert Paquette and his 

collaborators at the Center for Interuniversity Research on Telelearning Applications at the 

University of Quebec—can arise.7 Graphical knowledge modeling systems are procedural 

implementations of an era’s graphical knowledge. Consisting of collections of graphic primitives, 

stock objects, combinatorial or framing templates (for instance, the convention of a theatrical 

curtain placed to one side behind a figure in a seventeenth- or eighteenth-century portrait), 

governing styles, common tools and materials, and compositional grammars (and, in today’s 

digital systems, programs) for putting it all together, graphical knowledge modeling systems 

operationalize conceptual images of the world into detailed, manifest surface forms of that world 

view. For specialists, indeed, they often come packaged as complete kits. An example is the 

perspective frame and its variations used by painters from Alberti’s time on to assist in 

delineating and composing pictures. A recent example is the computationally implemented 

graphical knowledge modeling system created by Paquette and colleagues, who deploy “an 

integrated graphical symbol vocabulary” and a graphical knowledge editor tool to model 

“learning design.” “With this set of primitive graphic symbols,” the group says, “it is possible to 

build very different graphic models, from simple taxonomies to ontologies, more or less complex 

learning designs, delivery process, decision systems, methods etc.”8 

Of course, a proper history of graphical knowledge (and modeling) is too extensive to 

undertake here. A bare-bones sketch expanding on the few examples already mentioned would 

need to traverse across, and between, many of the following—here deceptively presented as a 

sequential list rather than, as is more probable, a weave: 
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• animal and prehistorical visual space (see Appleton, Experience of 

Landscape) 

• classical philosophies of image and space (for example, see Mitrović on 

Aristotelian space) 

• Italian Renaissance perspective painting (mentioned above) 

• Enlightenment rationality (see Bender and Marrinan, Culture of Diagram) 

• early twentieth-century avant-garde and modernist typography (see 

Drucker, Visible Word) 

• mid- and late-twentieth-century design as it influenced the “look” of the 

information age (see my Laws of Cool, 195–216) 

• structuralist thought in the same time span (for example, diagrams and 

drawings in Saussure, and diagrams and tables in Lévi-Strauss)9 

• postmodern design in the late twentieth century (the “antidesign” I discuss 

in Laws of Cool, 216–22) 

• web design as it evolved from static “home pages” to “rich user 

experience” interface designs based on Web 2.0 methods (see Olia Lialina 

on “vernacular web” versus “rich user experience”) 

• and recent data visualization (including scientific, information, data 

journalism, geospatial, network, and “direct” visualization)10 

Just from such a sketch history of graphical knowledge, however, we can take away two 

key propositions to apply to our present argument. One is that linearity is not a single 

phenomenon but many, all different because constituted in relation to particular enveloping 

systems of graphical knowledge. Relevant is Wölfflin’s idea, in his Principles of Art History, of 

the typical or leading artistic motifs of an era (“die typischen Motive,” “Hauptmotive”) as well as 

the idea of the Russian Formalists and related linguistic circles (influenced at one point by 

Wölfflin)11 of “the dominant,” by which they meant, in Roman Jakobson’s gloss, “the focusing 

component of a work of art” that “rules, determines, and transforms the remaining components.”12 

Linearity, we may say, is a Hauptmotive or dominant that has arisen in different forms on 

multiple occasions to focalize graphical knowledge systems. One example already referred to is 

rationalized perspective recession as it dominated Italian Renaissance painting (especially 

Albertian one-point perspective recession) and supplanted such other systems as “inverted 

perspective” (in which space is a jumble of fragments, one for each pedestal, chair, or other 

artifact drawn in inverted recession as if in its own pocket universe) (see figure 3.16).13 Another 

was the draughtsman-like “linear” style (versus later “painterly” style) that Wölfflin identified in 

fifteenth- and sixteenth-century art. Yet, as Wölfflin’s famously dialectical pairings of styles in 
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Principles of Art History implied (for example, “linear” versus “painterly,” “planar” versus 

“recessional,” and “closed” versus “open”), any dominant graphical knowledge such as linearity 

only exists relationally in a broader system of visual-conceptual options. Changes in the overall 

configuration of a system and the episteme it participates in can result in what seem to be changes 

from one to another notion of linearity. If we wish to track the fall of linearity and the rise of what 

I have called multilinearity or hypergraphics, then, we need to be aware that we are really tracking 

not a fall and rise per se but alterity in the idea of linearity. 

The second main proposition to take away is that the relationality of linearity applies not 

just to its function in its own graphical knowledge system but also to its role in the competition 

among alternate systems. This is particularly true when linearity is cast as a standard (often 

simplified for rhetorical purpose) to be either criticized or promoted in comparison to some other 

ideal. Thus, for example, McLuhan often made a caricature of print linearity (fragmented, 

mechanical, ultrarational) when dismissing its episteme to promote that of electric media. By 

contrast, linear style was a productive ideal for artists from Hogarth to Blake in the eighteenth 

century and after who borrowed elements of classical style to promote graphical systems 

expressive of neoclassical or romantic world views. So, too, various avant-garde, Bauhaus, 

Fordist, fascist, communist, and other modern movements (extending forward to design dictates 

in the era of Steve Jobs) promoted clean lines and/or “making the trains run on time” as a counter 

to what they perceived to be the modern episteme of social, cultural, and aesthetic mess. 

Similarly, Clement Greenberg made linearity symbolic of the 1950s and 1960s American “Post-

Painterly Abstraction” movement, which he named as a champion against the mess, as he saw it, 

of Abstract Expressionism. In the catalog essay for the 1964 exhibition on this theme that he 

organized, he installs linearity as one component of a style breaking free from what he called 

(using Wölfflin’s term) Abstract Expressionism’s “painterly” excesses. Post-Painterly 

Abstractionists, Greenberg argues, reject the painterly effects of “blurred, broken, loose definition 

of color and contour” to develop a dual system of “physical openness of design, . . . linear clarity, 

or both.”14 

It may be noted, however, that in Principles of Art History Wölfflin himself was 

scrupulous to reject bias either for or against linear style.15 He observes that there is a prevalent 

view (in my terms, a new media encounter narrative) that “primitive” pre–seventeenth-century 

linear style ceded to civilizationally modern painterly style: “If ever a fact of art history has 
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become popular, it is that the primitives were essentially draughtsmen, and that then light and 

shade came in and finally took the lead, that is, delivered art over to the painterly style.”16 But he 

counters: 

The painterly mode is the later, and cannot be conceived without the earlier, but 

it is not absolutely superior. The linear style developed values which the 

painterly style no longer possessed and no longer wanted to possess. They are 

two conceptions of the world, differently orientated in taste and in their interest 

in the world, and yet each capable of giving a perfect picture of visible things.17 

Nevertheless, such neutral weighing of graphical knowledge systems and their epistemes, as if 

from a god’s eye vantage, is not the norm. On this point, Gombrich’s essay “Norm and Form: The 

Stylistic Categories of Art History and Their Origins in Renaissance Ideals” is the definitive 

statement. Any age engages in a symbolic wrestle of ideals against other epistemes (that is, the 

reduced ideas of those epistemes) to cement its own world view and shore it up against, in Bender 

and Marrinan’s phrase, “cracks in the structure.” Amid the throes of historical experience, in sum, 

there is no linearity as such. As it were, there is only damn linearity! or heroic linearity! where 

such epithets are readily replaced by any other civilizationally charged value term (for example, 

pure, clear, classic, cool, rational, natural, unnatural, primitive, or limiting). 

Having explored in this way the nature of graphical knowledge and how linearity 

functions in its systems, we are now in position to identify the “category mistake,” as I put it, of 

seeing linearity as a discrete historical, mental, or other phenomenon. The appropriate category of 

analysis is one that W. J. T. Mitchell takes up in regard to image-word relations in his Iconology: 

Image, Text, Ideology. That category is ideology. As suggested by the propositions above about 

linearity in graphical knowledge systems, linearity never was a historical or mental phenomenon 

per se. That is because it was a multiplicity of phenomena emerging relationally in the history and 

mentalité of particular times and also because its status as a phenomenon in its own right was 

always inseparable from the symbolic or rhetorical function of an interested idea of linearity 

wielded in a relational contest of present and past graphical knowledges and their world views. In 

this regard, it may be noted that the double relationality of linearity as an ideology gives it the 

same structure as the notion of ideology defined by Althusser: “Ideology represents the imaginary 

relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence.”18 In Althusser’s Aufhebung of the 

Marxian notion, ideology is a relationship to a relationship: an imaginary representation to 
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oneself or others of an imaginary relationship to reality.19 By analogy, we might formulate the 

ideology of linearity approximately as follows: Linearity (or antilinearity) is an imaginary 

representation of the imaginary relationship of one age to another (for instance, postmodernity to 

the print age). 

Therefore, the new question we should ask is not what was linearity, but what were the 

ideologies of linearity…. 
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Notes 

1 See Tufte, Visual Display of Quantitative Information; and Drucker, Graphesis. 

2 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, 18–35. 

3 Bender and Marrinan, Culture of Diagram, 14. 

4 For a rich treatment of the relation between Albertian perspective space and the 

“homogeneous” notion of space that Panofsky reflected on, see Mitrović, “Leon Battista Alberti 

and the Homogeneity of Space.” 

5 Williams, Marxism and Literature, 121–27. 

6 For a fuller discussion of modern design with illustrations, see my synopsis in Laws of 

Cool, 198–205. 

7 Paquette et al., “Learning Design Based on Graphical Knowledge-Modelling.” 

8 Paquette et al., “Learning Design Based on Graphical Knowledge-Modelling,” 98. In 

their technical article (with application in particular to learning design), Paquette and colleagues 

define graphical knowledge modeling as “a way of representing knowledge structures or domains 

by linking concepts, procedures and principles in a way that describes the phenomena at hand” 

(97). They show how a specific visual system like their Modeling using Object Types (MOT) can 

serve as a “graphical language (syntax and semantics) . . . utilizing typed objects (concept, 

procedures, principles) as well as typed links” to “build very different graphic models, from 

simple taxonomies to ontologies, more or less complex learning designs, delivery process, 

decision systems, methods etc.” (98). 

While not conceived specifically as a graphical knowledge modeling system, Peter de 

Bolla’s Architecture of Concepts develops a similar pseudo-diagrammatic conceptual vocabulary 

(using iconic technological or infrastructural terms such as “platform,” “hinge,” and “deposit”) for 

grasping, as if on a blueprint, the logical relations of “function, structure, modality, and phase” in 

such complicated historical ideas as “human rights.” The connection between de Bolla’s proto-

graphical knowledge modeling system and the conceptually graphical (or hypergraphical) systems 

of analysis that shape much of contemporary machine learning and other digital methods of 

knowledge modeling is made clear in a response to de Bolla that Michael Gavin posted under the 

title “The Arithmetic of Concepts.” Gavin discusses textual analysis based on “word-vector 

models” of “semantic space,” one of the core methods of machine learning applied to text. 
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9 Examples in Saussure include the famous diagrams of “sign, signification, signal” (65, 

67) and of language “as a series of adjoining subdivisions simultaneously imprinted both on the 

plane of vague amorphous thought . . . and on the equally featureless plane of sound” (110–11). A 

notable example in Lévi-Strauss is the diagram of the “totemic operator” (Savage Mind, 152). 

10 Representative of the vigorous recent research on data visualization (among many 

other works that could be mentioned) are Börner’s publications on scientific visualization (for 

example, Atlas of Science); Tufte’s writings on information design (for example, Visual Display 

of Quantitative Information); Viégas and Wattenberg’s innovative data visualization designs 

during and after their work for IBM’s Many Eyes (for example, their famous “History Flow” 

visualization of edit histories in Wikipedia); Cairo’s books on data visualization and graphics 

journalism (for example, Functional Art); Lima’s work on information visualization (for example, 

Visual Complexity); Manovich’s experiments in “direct visualization” at big data scales (see, for 

example, Instagram and Contemporary Image); and Drucker’s previously mentioned Graphesis. 

For a remarkable demonstration of how textual typography is itself a powerful visualization 

system, see Drucker’s Diagrammatic Writing. The frontispiece of the booklet bears the two-line 

inscription, “The semantic system of graphical relations / The graphical expression of semantic 

relations” (p. 4 of PDF file). 

11 Boris Eichenbaum, “Theory of the ‘Formal Method,’”104, for instance, acknowledges 

the influence on Russian Formalism of Wölfflin’s style-first approach of “history of art without 

names.” 

12 Jakobson, “Dominant,” 41. 

13 I discuss inverted perspective in Orthodox iconic painting in my Wordsworth: The 

Sense of History, 72. 

14 Greenberg, Collected Essays and Criticism, Vol. 4: Modernism with a Vengeance, 

1957–1969, 192. 

15 This is also true in such carefully neutral, descriptive comparisons of style as the 

following from Wölfflin’s earlier Renaissance and Baroque: “The medium changes with the 

style. Where the linear style employs the pen or the silver-point, the painterly uses charcoal, red 

chalk or the broad water-colour brush. The earlier style is entirely linear: every object has a sharp 

unbroken outline and the main expressive element is the contour. The later style works with 

broad, vague masses, the contours barely indicated; the lines are tentative and repetitive strokes, 
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or do not exist at all. In this style, not only individual figures but the entire composition are made 

up of areas of light and dark; a single tone serves to hold together whole groups of objects and 

contrast them with other groups. While the old style was conceived in terms of line and its 

purpose was to express a beautiful and flowing linear harmony, the painterly style thinks only in 

masses, and its elements are light and shade” (30–31). 

16 Wölfflin, Principles of Art History, 29. 

17 Wölfflin, Principles of Art History, 18. 

18 Althusser, . “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses,” 153. 

19 Indeed, ideology in Althusser’s formulation also has a tertiary relational level, since the 

underlying “real conditions of existence” in the Marxist analysis themselves consist in social 

relationships between capitalists and proletariat. 


